Fibre-orientation dependent R1(=1/T1) relaxation in the brain: The role of susceptibility induced spin-lattice relaxation in the myelin water compartment.
We have recently observed a dependence of the longitudinal relaxation rate, R1, on the orientation of nerve fibres with respect to the main magnetic field. A similar dependence of R2∗ is long established and can be well explained by spin-dephasing in an inhomogeneous magnetic field induced by the susceptibility shift between myelin and water protons. The current study investigates if the same effect can also explain the R1 dependence, neglecting a possible directional dependence of magnetisation transfer between solid myelin and myelin water. A molecular model of the myelin lipid bilayer was employed to simulate the susceptibility induced fields on a microscopic scale for the different nerve fibre orientations. The resulting simulated magnetic fields were used to calculate an orientation dependent relaxation offset, ΔR1, based on both first-order perturbation theory and a simulation of the spin transition probabilities. Even though both methods yielded consistent orientation dependent relaxation offsets with a distribution that resembles the experimental data, the determined ΔR1 values are too low to explain the reported R1 angular dependency. Therefore, unlike R2∗, susceptibility induced spin flips can be excluded as a dominant source for the observed R1 angular dependence.